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FILL IT UP. GO THE DISTANCE.
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CRUISE
325KTAS

TIME TO CLIMB
SL TO 28,000
13.5 Minutes

RANGE MAX
CRUISE
1385 NM

RANGE ECO
CRUISE
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PAYLOAD
(FULL FUEL)
1170 lbs.
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www.epicaircraft.com

541-318-8849
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FROM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

LOOKING FORWARD
By Martin E. Doran

T

The New Year has come and, as we look forward to 2014, we take stock of
our blessings and good fortune. As I look back on the first six months in my
new role as executive director, I have much to be thankful for and much to
look forward to in 2014. I am thankful to our directors, led by President Tom
Kieffer, who have extended a warm welcome and much support during my
transition into the executive director role.

MEMBER SERVICES
New Hotline — We have consolidated our hotlines for
engine/airframe, avionics, legal, website admin and executive
director into a single telephone access line at 203.303.7851.
Simply call this number, and you will be prompted to access
one of our hotline services.
In 2014, you will also see a new safety tab on the MMOPA
home page, including safety videos from MMOPA View, our
new home for safety-related videos. MMOPA’s 2014 annual
business plan provides for a Safety Initiative, and you will
learn about the details of this initiative on the website. A
short video introduces the Safety Initiative and describes
our vision for the continuing enhancement of safety-related
information at MMOPA.com.
We have moved several MMOPA functions to the website, including annual member-fee invoicing, membership
information and convention registration. We have simplified
our accounting system, instituted new accounting controls
and migrated to electronic/online banking. We are committed to further service improvements and efficiencies in the
coming year.
COMMUNITY
The holidays remind us that we are members of communities – groups of people who have chosen to interact together
for the common good of all. We are members of familial
communities, most are members of some faith-based community, and we are all members of a community based on
the locale in which we live. As PA-46 pilots, we also chose to
become members of MMOPA, an aviation-related community based on our common interest in flying one of the most
advanced General Aviation aircraft available.
MMOPA members historically have been enormously
generous in sharing their time, expertise and experiences
with other members through the forums, convention and
safety seminars. Our sense of community is strong and
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growing as we have passed the 900-member mark, on our
way to 1,000 members!
As we undertake the Safety Initiative, I will be calling on
many of our members to contribute to the enhancement of
safety awareness and resources on the MMOPA website. As a
community, we are only as strong as our members and their
willingness to commit time and energies to achieve common
goals.
MMOPA evolved from early problems with the PA-46
airframe. Our predecessors had the vision to see that working together to solve the perceived problem was in the best
interest of the PA-46 community. We continue to benefit
today from their efforts to improve safety.
Today, we are recommitting ourselves to improve the
safety record of our aircraft through the Safety Initiative. We
have begun development of several of the sections outlined
in the intro video with the generous help of several of our
members. However, if the initiative is to be a success, we
will need your participation and contributions — whether it
is through providing your technical expertise, telling some
hangar stories or simply sharing your flying experiences.
Remember, communities come together to interact, share
and, in this case, make flying our aircraft safer! I ask that you
once again contribute to the success of the Safety Initiative
and take an active role in helping our community grow as we
strengthen our commitment to safety.
I look forward to speaking and working with you in the
coming year!
All the best,

Martin E. Doran

GIZMOS AND GADGETS
ZIPSAK
This ultimate transformer is
wheeled luggage that folds into
a compact zippered pouch!
Throw it in the plane for those
times you need an extra bag –
the ZipSak magically transforms
from a small, zippered pouch to
a lightweight, full-size, wheeled
suitcase. Biaggi.com

IPHONE HORN
Do you hear what I hear? Reminiscent of
the bugle speaker on vintage record players,
this clever iPhone ampliﬁer stand adds 13
decibels of crisp volume without batteries or
electricity. Amazon.com

SHOLDIT
Go hands-free and fashion-forward with the Sholdit scarf. Its
hidden zipper pockets allow you to store valuables inside,
keeping your items safe and secure. A great way to travel
with passports, cell phone and more – wear them around
your neck! Sholdit.com

SLOANE STATIONERY NOTEBOOKS
Take notes while on those wild adventures
with the plane! Sloane Stationery
Notebooks are the perfect travel
keepsake with their embossed covers
featuring fun phrases and their luscious
gilded pages. Jot down your favorite
hotel or tour guide’s name or journal your
vacation. SloaneStationery.com

THE DUAL DEVICE BACK-UP BATTERY
This pocket-sized battery pack simultaneously extends
the running time of two electronic devices at once. A
must-have for those long ﬂights in the plane so there are no
more worries about running low on battery life.
Hammacher.com

TILE
The world’s largest lost and found allows
you to attach, stick or drop your Tile into
any item you might lose: laptops, wallets,
airplane keys, car keys, bikes – you name it,
so you always have an eye on the item.
TheTileApp.com

THE SECRID WALLET
This new generation of wallets contains an
RFID card protector securing your information.
The sleek style allows the storage of six credit
cards that slide out gradually, minimizing the
bulkiness of your wallet. An extra security
while traveling! Secrid.nl
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G-FORM EXTREME
CELL PHONE
AND IPAD MINI CASE
Protect your phone
with physics-defying
technology – soft to
the touch, hard as
steel on impact. This
case is tough enough
to survive a fall from
the edge of space!
G-Form.com

Discover the benefits of truly
outstanding sales and service
We're committed to meticulous attention to detail, whether it's a sale or service visit.
If you're looking for a trusted resource to assist you in buying or selling a new or used aircraft,
or you need a Factory Authorized Service Center to maintain your late model Piper or Pilatus,
you'll beneﬁt from a relationship with our industry experts.
To see these beneﬁts for yourself, contact Tempus Aircraft Sales & Service today.

AIRCRAFT SALES & SERVICE

www.tempusaircraft.com
%FOWFST$FOUFOOJBM"JSQPSUt&$POUSPM5PXFS3PBEt&OHMFXPPE $0t
1BMPNBS"JSQPSU3PBEt4VJUFt$BSMTCBE $"t

what other aircraft
want to be when
they grow up.

Step into an entirely larger world of possibilities with the Pilatus PC-12 NG
/LNHSLORWVZHWKLQNDLUFUDIWKDYHGUHDPVDERXWWKHLUIXWXUHWRR7R\IDUWKHUIDVWHUDQGJHWLQDQGRXWRIUHPRWHODQGLQJVWULSV
7RFDUU\PRUHSHRSOHLQPRUHFRPIRUWDQGUHDFKQHZGHVWLQDWLRQV2QHDLUFUDIWVWDQGVDORQHDWWKHSLQQDFOHRIWKRVH
GUHDPV ¢ WKH 3LODWXV 3& 1* :LWK LWV OHJHQGDU\ 6ZLVV FUDIWVPDQVKLS VXSUHPHO\ VSDFLRXV FDELQ DQG RXWVWDQGLQJ
HI¬FLHQF\ LW§V QR ZRQGHU WKH 3& 1* LV WKH  FKRLFH RI SLORWV VWHSSLQJ XS WR WXUELQH SRZHU &DOO WRGD\ WR VHH KRZ
UHZDUGLQJJURZLQJXSFDQDFWXDOO\EH

Call 1.800.PILATUS | PC-12RightNow.com

HOTSHOT
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JET
FUEL
JET FUEL

EVERYTHING
YOU NEVER
WANTED
TO KNOW
ABOUT

STORY BY BILL COX
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The myth is that jet fuel is one of the world’s simplest combustibles. It’s been compared to kerosene many times but, in fact, jet fuel is most often a considerably more complex chemical compound that includes kerosene and dozens of other refined products.
One thing’s for sure: It has a smell all its own, not really kerosene, not AvGas, a smell of excitement,
of exploration. No matter how many times we fly in turbine-powered aircraft, we never quite get
used to that aroma so frequently associated with the ultimate aeronautical aphrodisiac — speed.
Many pilots of turboprop or pure jet aircraft take Jet A for granted. Though it is kerosenebased, it has anti-freeze and a dozen other hydrocarbons added to produce a stable and safe
combustible. On the North American Continent, Jet A is the standard fuel for turbine aircraft.
Jet A-1 is more readily available overseas, offering a greater concentration of anti-freeze additives and a mandatory anti-static additive designed to help inhibit static electricity discharges.
The first jet fuel was produced by the Germans in World War II for use in the axial-compressor Juno 004 engines on the Messerschmidt Me-262 fighter and Arado Ar-234B light bomber.
The German fuel was a special synthetic known as J2 and, when that wasn’t available, automotive diesel oil was used as a reasonable substitute. Straight kerosene and kerosene/AvGas
mixtures also became common in the last year of the war when allied bombing raids virtually
eliminated the supply of J2 and diesel. Those early Luftwaffe jets could also burn standard AvGas. However, fuel consumption increased dramatically, and flight endurance was only about 30
minutes under the best of conditions; so that was a final alternative.
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JET FUEL

America produced its first jet fuel to power
the XP-59 Airacomet fighter prototype,
flown initially in 1942. Unfortunately, unlike
the Me-262, that had a 100-knot advantage
over any WWII piston fighter in the sky, the
Airacomet’s performance was so poor and
fuel burn so high that the XP-59 was judged
unsuitable for military service. In its flight
test, it was consistently outperformed even by
its chase planes, usually a P-51 Mustang. Jet
fuel development in the U.S. was not affected
by bombing raids so research and development of kerosene power was uninterrupted.
After the war, both the U.S. and Great
Britain began experiments to produce their
own fuels. The U.S. formulated a fuel, Jet A,
based on existing aviation gasoline, while
the British derived a fuel based on paraffin,
basically lamp oil, and designated it Jet A-1.
A-1 quickly became the standard for Europe
and much of the rest of the world. Jet A was
designed to operate at temperatures as cold
as -40 degrees C. Jet A-1 extended the low
temperature limit down to -47 degrees C.
Operating temperature becomes especially
important on turbines because turboprop
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and pure jet engines operate most efficiently
at 35,000 feet or higher where typical outside
air temperatures run -55 degrees C. Fuel
heaters in many turbine aircraft make up the
difference and allow engines to operate at the
temperature extremes of high altitude.
Military aircraft frequently fly higher than
business or commercial aviation, encouraging
the development of fuels with an even lower
temperature tolerance. The litany of jet fuels
over the last 65 years reads like a history of
high performance aircraft. JP-2 and -3 are obsolete types employed for experimental purposes during WWII. JP-4, a 50/50 gasoline/
kerosene mix with a lower flash point than JP1, was preferred by the U.S. Air Force until the
1990s. JP-5 was formulated with a high flash
point (60 degrees C) specifically for aircraft
stationed aboard aircraft carriers where any
fire on board could cause the loss of the ship.
The flash point of a volatile liquid is the lowest
temperature at which it can vaporize to form
an ignitable mixture in air.
JP-6, 7 and 8 are military fuels specifically
designed for aircraft such as the U2, the B-58
Hustler, the XB-70 Valkyrie and the Mach 3.0

SR-71 Blackbird. Little is known about these
fuels except that they are probably among the
most expensive jet propellants in the world.
JP-10 is rocket fuel. Your tax dollars at work!
Finally, Jet B is a naptha/kerosene formula
renowned for its performance in extreme
cold weather. Unfortunately, Jet B’s lighter
composition makes it more dangerous to
handle and, for that reason, the fuel is rarely
used except in the polar regions. Jet B, a
blend of roughly 30 percent kerosene and 70
percent AvGas, has a very low freezing point
of -60 degrees C.
The large number of piston and jet aircraft in
North America has created a ready market for
both AvGas and jet fuel and helped bring their
prices to near parity; that’s not the situation
overseas. Standard jet fuel in Europe, Africa,
Asia, the South Pacific, Indonesia and the Far
East is often less expensive than AvGas. That’s
one of jet fuels’ few advantages. The reduced
price overseas may be partly because of the
greater demand, but it’s also probably related to
the fact that jet fuel is less efficient than AvGas.
A typical piston engine requires only
about .38 to .42 pounds of AvGas to produce

JET FUEL

one horsepower/hour —known as specific
fuel consumption or SFC. A turbine engine
demands about .58 pounds of jet fuel to
produce one shaft horsepower per hour.
(“Shaft” horsepower is simply the total power
produced after all power drains, whereas
“brake” horsepower refers to the rating at
the crank and does not reflect any losses to
generators, fuel pumps or other accessories.)
One factor that makes it difficult to
compare the efficiency of the two fuels is
that turbine engines are typically designed to
deliver a minimum of about 400 shp, while
that’s more often the maximum for piston
engines. A standard turboprop engine, such
as the P&W PT6A-42A, developing 500 shp
on the Piper Meridian, will be burning about
43 gph, while a piston engine delivering the
same hp (the Falconer V12 on the Thunder
Mustang, for example) will be consuming 25
percent less fuel, about 33 gph.
For better or worse, misfueling problems
are less serious for turbine aircraft than for
piston machines, primarily because the
former will run on practically anything, and
the latter are considerably more picky. Most
turbines can burn AvGas for limited periods
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with no consequences more serious than
slightly higher temperatures, while jet fuel
will not power piston aircraft at all.
We’ve all heard the stories of pilots who
had their piston aircraft mistaken for a similar turbine-powered model and misfueled
with Jet A, often providing just enough fuel
in the lines to taxi out and get into the air
before the engine(s) quit cold. The Cessna
421 and Conquest 1 are frequent victims
because the airplanes look very similar. Piper
Malibus and Malibu Jetprop conversions are
another pair that can be mistaken for one
another, as are the piston and turbine Commanders, especially overseas where language
problems can frustrate the best intentions.
Fortunately, the problem is less significant
these days because modern jet fuel nozzles
have a duck-billed dispenser at the end, too
large to fit into the standard, round AvGas
receptacles fitted to the wings of most pistonpowered, General Aviation singles and twins.
(Curiously, the new, diesel-powered Cessna
Skylane JT-A continues to use the original
circular filler neck, profusely marked with
warnings not to fill with AvGas. Perhaps
ironically, the Skylane JT-A features a French

SMA diesel engine out front but is not approved to burn diesel fuel. Go figure.)
Pilots of jetprop aircraft take a second hit
because turbine fuel is denser than AvGas
and weighs about 13 percent more. Specifically, a gallon of AvGas weighs only 6
pounds versus a gallon of jet fuel that weighs
6.79 pounds. In contrast, a gallon of water
weighs 8.10 pounds but won’t power much
of anything except perhaps a water gun.
In fact, however, that heavy water can be
one of the primary problems in jet fuel. In
extremely cold conditions, the water may
settle out in low spots in the fuel lines and
induction system and freeze, possibly causing power interruptions or even total engine
failure. For that reason, Fuel System Icing
Inhibitors (inevitably, FSIIs) such as Prist
are often used in extremely cold climates to
assure continuous fuel flow.
Despite (or perhaps because of) all the technical aspects of jet fuel, the smell is the smell
of power and excitement. To paraphrase
Robert Duvall in the movie Apocalypse Now,
I’m one of those strange humans who loves
the smell of jet fuel in the morning, or the
afternoon, or…

MERIDIAN

OUT IN
FRONT
AT 2000
RPM
(AND LOVING IT)
Take care of your propeller like a best friend.
BY JUSTIN LAZZERI

Q

PHOTOS BY JAMES LAWRENCE

F

rom start-up to shut-down, the propeller is a
mass of moving material tamed into a synchronized and controlled pattern of both power and precision. Simply put, it’s important.
With it we can do wonderful things. Without
out it, our capabilities are most assuredly limited. Yet, it’s
also something that can be taken for granted. It does its
job day in and day out in some rather harsh environments
and rarely raises its hand to say “I need attention.”
The Hartzell model employed on the Piper Meridian is both highly reliable,
efficient and fantastically simple to operate. Proper operation and maintenance
will lead to many years of happy ownership. Keep these principles in mind
along your Meridian ownership path.
Care must be taken to ensure that damage and unnecessary wear and tear
are not inflicted on your propeller – even when you aren’t around. The distance
between the blades on the model Hartzell employed on the Meridian don’t
leave a lot of room for error, depending on the tug being used. Ensure that the
FBO moving your aircraft is using a suitable tug and is aware of the limitations
specific to the Meridian.
If a Lektro is being used, pay special attention to the clearance between each
blade. The base model Lektro, which has a width of 41.5 inches, will work but
can present a problem if the line crew isn’t familiar with set-up and operating
restrictions. Insufficient lifting of the nose wheel and turning to the nosesteering limits on the aircraft can lead to blade impact and damage. Jump to
the next size Lektro and the width increases to 54.75 inches and towing could
be an issue — if possible at all.
The Jetprop can be even trickier. It’s also extremely important to use your
prop anchors to keep from inadvertent rotation. A gust of wind at the wrong
time could prove to be most unfortunate.
W I N T E R
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MERIDIAN

Another common mistake is to push
or pull on blades in an effort to move the
airplane manually. The blades aren’t meant
for these forces and, over time, internal
components can be affected. Hook up to
a tug or push on an acceptable part of the
wing leading-edge if necessary for small
movements.
When in the cockpit, leave the PCL in the
normal position as moving aft of the idle
detent with the engine not running can lead
to damage.
The Meridian is fantastically simple to
operate. Starting is straightforward, and fuel
and propeller controls are automatic. With
the exception of operating in beta or reverse,
there isn’t a lot a pilot can do other than monitor the propeller indications. That being said,
take care in operating over gravel, dirt or sand
as the propeller will pick-up loose material
and cause accelerated erosion of the blades.
OVERHAUL LESSONS LEARNED
The overhaul period established for the
Hartzell model on the Meridian is 4,000
hours or six years, whichever comes first.
Part 91 operators aren’t forced to adhere to
this requirement, and many opt to hold off
for a year or two (or three) before finally
pulling the trigger. There is a lot of financial
risk in making this move. One propeller

4. Propellers are constantly subjected to
natural corrosion and erosion from use and
environmental exposure.

by cold air at altitude. After you land and the
temperatures try to stabilize, condensation
can (and will) form. Protective coatings over
time wear down, and the effect of condensation on dissimilar metal within the hub is
corrosion.
The time set forth by Hartzell is their
comfort level with respect to how long
those parts and protective coatings can last
between needing attention. If you choose to
fly beyond those times, you are potentially
entering into a more involved and costlier
overhaul at a future time. Parts that may
have only needed inspection could be subject
to replacement, and the bottom line can add
up quickly.
Like many of the systems on the Meridian,
the propeller was built with durability and ease
of operation in mind. Adhering to some good
practices, being mindful of proper ground
operations, and following manufacturer
maintenance plans will keep your propeller
performing in peak condition and your maintenance costs under control.

Even if you don’t think you’re exposing your
aircraft and propeller to abnormal conditions
and externally everything looks good, the
normal day-to-day operation of flight can
take its toll internally. Hot turbine oil is flowing through your hub, which is surrounded

Justin Lazzeri is the director of marketing for Skytech, Inc.
which has facilities in the Baltimore, Md., and Charlotte, N.C.,
metropolitan areas. A graduate of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Lazzeri is a commercial pilot and certiﬁed
ﬂight instructor with experience in the Piper, Pilatus and
Cessna Caravan product lines. He can be reached via email
at jlazzeri@skytechinc.com.

overhaul shop likened it to potentially 20-30
percent more expense when operators go
beyond the set time. The reason? Hartzell
lists the following as factors in establishing
overhaul periods in their Service Letter HCSL-61-61Y:
1. The engine to which the propeller is applied determines the pattern of vibration or
stress the propeller must absorb
2. The practices employed maintaining a
propeller while in service are also limiting
factors if they are not carried out per recommended procedures.
3. The calendar time, which affects the life of
seals directly or indirectly exposed to the elements and other parts subject to corrosion, is
also a limiting factor.
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THE
GREAT
AMERICAN
AIR SHOW

Our unique way of enjoying aviation.

BY LYN FREEMAN Q PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL BOWEN

It’s hard to imagine a world in which no one had ever seen an airplane
before, but that was exactly the world into which the Wright brothers
launched a 12-second flight a bit more than a century ago. While the
event occurred on the sand dunes of Kitty Hawk, N.C., the impact of
their accomplishment quickly spread around the world.
In Europe. flying was immediately the domain of science, initiating
classical studies of lift, aerodynamics, performance and endurance.
But in the United States, the advent of powered flight was received in
way that was peculiarly American. The marvel of flying raced through
American culture with epidemic excitement. It was the beginning of the
Great American Air Show.
Almost from the outset, Americans couldn’t get enough of aviation.
Black-and-white silent films like The Air Ship Fugitives and The Air Pilot
played to standing-room-only houses. In 1910, the runaway best selling novel was Come, Josephine, in My Flying Machine. Americans were
hungry to see something it had never seen before — those amazing men
and their flying machines. The city of Baltimore offered $5,000 to the first
“lunatic” who would fly an airplane across their city. Like believers centuries before who clung to the idea that the world was flat, it was a time
when many people didn’t believe that flying was possible. So, the sight of
even the simplest aircraft flying overhead was nothing short of a miracle.
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AIR SHOW

Not only was there no shortage of enthusiasm for the new phenomenon, there was
also no shortage of men and women who
fancied themselves as pilots. After all, there
were no pilot’s licenses then, and many
wanna-be’s merely taught themselves how to
fly. The most daunting task was not flying
itself, but getting your hands on an airplane.
And once you got one, you had to find a way
to make a living.
The answer was barnstorming, a word
which originally described traveling plays or
political speeches (frequently taking place in
a barn) but was quickly adapted to describe
the “gypsy pilots” who traveled the country
putting on shows and offering airplane rides.
This was the beginning of the great American air show.
This sudden onslaught of flyers was fueled
by the American public’s absolute fascination with aviation. Even in the early days,
it was not uncommon for 30,000 to 50,000
people to turn out to watch an exhibition of
flying skills. For many, it was a first glance
at powered flight, and it would change their
world forever. At one such “exhibition” in
Los Angeles, a young Amelia Earhart was so
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LISA PARDUE, A MODERN
AIR SHOW PERFORMER,
OFFERS THESE TIPS
ABOUT WING-WALKING:
1. Don’t.
2. If you do, use a bi-plane.
3. Make sure the pilot is capable of
ﬂying a person on a wing. If you’re not
sure, refer to the ﬁrst item.
4. Prepare yourself. Your next 50 wingwalks will not be like the ﬁrst. You are
not likely to “get used to it.”
5. Do not practice in weather below 75˚
6. Do not expect to get rich.
7. Do expect constant and multiple
bruises and to be pelted with bugs.
8. Realize that you are about to do
something almost no one else wants
to do — and for good reason!

awestruck, she begged her father to buy her
an airplane ride.
Other names associated with these early

aviators are surprisingly familiar. Like the
Stinsons — Marjorie, Eddie, John, and
Katherine, who in 1912 at age 17 became
the country’s youngest female flyer. The
next spring she would begin a barnstorming tour through Louisiana, Texas, North
Dakota, Montana, Michigan, Missouri and
Coney Island, N.Y. She took along her older
brother Eddie as mechanic, a job for which
she compensated him by teaching him to fly.
Katherine gave up the air show circuit when
she married at age 25, but Eddie Stinson
continued the family tradition, barnstorming
across the country and eventually beginning
to sell the airplanes which still bare his name.
The greatest boost for the barnstorming phenomenon came the end of the First
World War. Glenn Curtis, who had spent
his time dreaming of using the new-fangled
gasoline-combustion engine to build motorcycles, found himself in a front row seat to
build airplanes for the United States military.
His JN4-D, later nicknamed the Jenny, cost
the Army $5,000. But after the war, the wood
and canvas bi-planes were resold to the
public for as little as $200. It was just what
aviation needed to explode.
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AIR SHOW
By the 1920s. nearly 600 barnstormers
crisscrossed America at any one time, and
aviation was getting big enough to spawn
the first non-cockpit jobs. After buzzing the
town and turning final to land in a farmer’s
field, the flyers were nearly always greeted
by a host of young awestruck enthusiasts
willing to do anything to be near aviation.
Sound familiar?
Frequently a local boy was hired to
sleep near the airplanes and guard it. Small
rodents looked at the aircraft as wonderful
new nesting territory, and cows apparently
loved the glue (dope) that held the planes
together. Unattended airplanes could actually be damaged by a nighttime of serious
licking. Job descriptions also included
keeping the airplanes clean from the cow
manure the props tossed up, and one young
man is actually known to have agreed
to become a wing walker and parachute
jumper. When he had saved enough money,
he bought his own Jenny. His name was
Charles Lindbergh.
Barnstorming was not the only offshoot
of aviation that led to the modern American air show. Contests and challenges were
established to attract these barnstorming
pilots. In 1920 alone, $2 million in prize
money was offered for a variety of aerial
feats, among them a $25,000 reward for the
first flight from New York to Paris. After a
series of attempts to cross the pond ended
with airplanes falling into the Atlantic, Asa
Redman, a 1920s barnstormer, shrugged
off the critics with a statement typical of
the barnstormers laissez-faire:
“The ocean isn’t half full of
aviators yet.” It would be
seven more years until
barnstormer Charles
Lindbergh would
trade his Jenny for a

Ryan and collect the prize.
Air racing was another lucrative
variation that drew in a huge number of pilots. One, the colorful Col.
Roscoe Turner, who had dazzled
the crowds with his Falling a Mile in
Flames stunt, left barnstorming to
take a shot at the unimaginable cash
prizes air racing put on the table.
Though a first-place finish proved
illusive to many, the pure adrenaline
of air racing was enough.
Fred Crawford, who worked with
Turner said, “It’s 10 o’clock in the
morning and the process server arrives
at the airport to seize Roscoe Turner’s
plane for debt. The boys
service his plane out of
sight, and he flies the
race and wins it and
has the money to
pay off his debts.
Now that’s
how we
financed
aviation.”

One racer described the
competition as saying,
“Air racing may not be
better than your wedding
night, but it’s better than
the second night.”
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AIR SHOW

ALSO IN THE
LIFE OF A
BARNSTORMER
+ Barnstormers frequently added
mothballs to their gasoline, believing
it would improve performance.
+ Airplanes used automobile gas, which
was ﬁltered through a chamois to
remove water.
+ Barnstormers were frequently shot
at as they ﬂew. During prohibition,
many people believed the “revenuers”
were using airplanes to scout for
moonshine.

One racer described the competition as
saying, “Air racing may not be better than
your wedding night, but it’s better than the
second night.”
It was in the 1920s and ‘30s that
barnstorming, contests and air racing
began to show the first signs of what we
now consider an air show. As the novelty
of flight became more commonplace,
traveling barnstormers banded together
to enhance the variety of showmanship.
Flying circuses were now the rage. Pilots
arrived in colorful flying suits or whipcord
breeches, waxed mustaches and high-top
riding boots, offset by leather helmets,
long flowing scarves and goggles. They
looked exactly like the American public
thought pilots should look.
In the spirit of the circus-like atmosphere,
pilots often thought of themselves as “performers,” with air-show posters and handouts
boasting of appearances by Diavalo, Supreme
Daredevil of the Air, Upside Down Pangborn
and the Flying Witch. Barkers encouraged the
crowd to buy a ticket and come inside, watch
the show, and take your first airplane ride.
“We will take you high or low, fast or slow,
any way you care to go. Fly over your house.
See who’s visiting your wife! We have special
flights for mother-in-laws.”
The advertising delivered what it promised, airplanes and flying. In 1927, the Gates
Flying Circus sold 100,000 airplanes rides to
first-time flyers, and in the decade of 19201930, it is estimated more than 10 million
people took their first airplane rides with
barnstormers.
As competition for the air show-audience
grew, so did the complexity of the stunts. Eddie Angel of the Angels’ Flying Circus, specialized in the Dive of Death, jumping out of
airplane after dark with a flash light and not
opening his parachute until he could see the

ground. Cliff Rose of the Cliff Rose Death
Angels wore batman wings and performed
loops and spirals during a parachute free fall.
Gladys Ingle shot arrows at a target while
standing on the top wing of a Jenny and later
perfected jumping from the wing of one
plane to another in the air. Walter Hunter of
Oklahoma’s Hunter Brothers Flying Circus
used to drop from airplanes onto haystacks,
without wearing a parachute at all.
It’s no surprise that a fair number of
these early aviators died with their boots
on. Ormer Leslie Locklear’s name was
nearly a household word and was universally acknowledged as the best wingwalker in the world — until he fell. Lincoln
Beachey, who would touch down and take
off from inside a building, was also the first
aviator in the U.S. to loop an airplane, an
accomplishment he repeated more than
1,000 times — until he pealed his airplane’s
wings off in front of 50,000 people in San
Francisco. Harriet Quimby, the first American aviatrix, was killed when she and her
passenger fell out of an airplane during an
exhibition over Boston.
But the flying circuses were not be discouraged. Reacting to the fact that morbid
curiosity would draw a crowd, promoters
would sometimes hire an ambulance to
race onto the field with its lights and sirens
blaring. Another popular stunt was to send
an airplane up with a human dummy in the
cockpit. The aircraft would perform a loop,
and suddenly a body would fall out and
tumble all the way to earth.
But as the Roaring ‘20s came to a close,
the popular image of the daredevil pilots gave
rise to a grumbling discontent. The airplane
shifted from an “unbelievable marvel” to a
“fool killer.” In 1926, Congress passed the Air
Commerce Act, placing the idea of pilot licenses and aircraft under the more stringent

control of the federal government. Soon to
follow were regulations restricting wingwalking at or above 1500 feet (so high that
nobody could see it), and participants were
required to wear parachutes. Legislation also
required fencing to restrain the crowd at air
shows, and insurance premiums skyrocketed.
While the days of the rag-tag barnstormer
were coming to an end, the impact these
early flyers made is alive and well.
An estimated 20 million people attend
air shows throughout North America
each year. In fact, air shows are the second
most attended spectator sport in the U.S.,
succumbing only to baseball. Six-time national aerobatics champion Patty Wagstaff
acknowledges the tremendous debt the air
show owes to its earliest performers. “Many
of the maneuvers I perform at air shows
were originally explored and perfected by
those early pioneers of aviation. All of us,
from the grandstands to the flight line, owe
them all a tremendous debt.”
If nothing else, the barnstormers introduced aviation to America. Their romance
and infectious enthusiasm for flying
undoubtedly set the stage for the public’s
grassroots acceptance of the airplane, leading to any number of applications, from air
mail to air transportation. When aviation
pioneer Leonard Brooke Hyde-Pearson
died in a plane crash, he had left a letter to
be opened on the event of his death. He left
these thoughts to his fellow pilots, “When
we fly, we are fools, they say. When we are
dead, we weren’t half-bad fellows. But every
one in this aviation service is doing the
world far more good than the public can
appreciate. We risk our necks; we give our
lives; we perfect a service for the benefit of
the world at large. They, mind you, are the
ones who call us fools. But stick to it, boys.
I’m still very much with you.”
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Maintenance
More of your questions answered BY KEVIN MEAD

JetProp Hotline FAQ

T

his is the third in my series of
articles based on the questions I receive
most frequently on the MMOPA technical hotline. In the summer issue, I concentrated on the PA-46-310P and, in the
fall, the PA-46-350P topics I encounter most often.
This article will focus on the JetProp conversion.
QUESTION: The defog blower motor circuit breaker blows when the
switch is turned on.

A: This is most likely to be caused by a seized brush-type blower motor. The early
brush-type motor bearings don’t hold up well against the high temperatures of the
bleed air. The bearings inevitably fail, resulting in the impeller jamming against the
blower housing. The motor can be repaired or overhauled but this won’t eliminate
future problems. Furthermore, exchange core prices may be very expensive. For these
reasons, it’s best to cut your losses when the motor fails and exchange the defective
unit with a new-style brushless unit supplied by Electromech.
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QUESTION: My Piper aux heat is inop when
the prop heat is on.

A: I see this problem most often in conversions of 1997
or earlier Mirages that had pre-conversion three-blade
prop modifications. Usually, the fix for this is simply
to reconnect the wires per the original Piper electrical
schematics.
QUESTION: The prop heat has been inop since
my last annual.

A: The prop de-ice brush block attach screws may be
too tight, resulting in one or more brushes being held
off of the slip ring. Try loosening, then readjusting the
brush block and then recheck operations.
QUESTION: I notice a burning smell in my
cabin with the prop and lip heat on.

A: This is probably due to a burned and open prop
de-ice or lip heat boot, with the lip heat boot being the
most likely culprit. A bubble or burned spot on the boot
may be visible.
TIP: Make sure the lip heat circuit breaker is pulled

while in maintenance to prevent boot damage, particularly when the plane is on jacks.
QUESTION: I seem to feel more engine
vibration since my recent annual inspection.

A: The alternator frame may be making contact with
the top cowling. Re-adjusting the drive belt tensions
or replacing the belts can result in the alternator being
positioned without adequate clearance.
QUESTION: The torque indication on my
primary display and Shadin ﬂuctuates and
drops to zero at times.

A: Turbine oil may have contaminated the torque
transducer. Clean the electrical plug and transducer
pins with contact cleaner. Also, check for oil in the
vent line and transducer vent fitting.
TIP: Complete JetProp SIL 12-560-05 to help reduce the

oil entering the vent end of the transducer.
QUESTION: The nose gear doesn’t always go
up fully on retraction and the gear warning
annunciator remains on.

The cause of repeated
pump failures is usually a
frozen de-ice control valve.
Cleaning the valve normally
takes care of the problem.

A: The nose-wheel brake may be binding due to a
bent bolt or a sticking roller. It could be that the nose
gear is not traveling up fully. Suspect an up-travel issue if the rake angle was recently readjusted per Piper
instructions.
QUESTION: The gear-warning breaker pops
any time the gear is in motion and the
warning light is on.
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A: Turbine oil may have contaminated the gear-up (door-switch)
plug, or the wires are chafed and shorted at the point where they
leave the switch. Another possibility is that the warning-horn isolator
diode is bad.
QUESTION: One battery will not charge with the
maintenance charger.

A: This can be a sign that a battery is failing. Check the maintenance charging circuit first. Simply look for voltage at the contacts
of both battery charger receptacles in the nose baggage compartment. The system fuses can blow or the fuse holder can pop up
and open the circuit. You can find both fuse holders under the LH
center seat pan cover.
QUESTION: My Mirage plastic heated windshield is inop,
and the fail light is on.

A: Check the controller. Static discharge (St. Elmo’s fire) on the pilot’s
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plastic heated windshield can cause a complete failure of the solidstate windshield heat controller. No repair is possible. Unfortunately,
you’ll have to replace the controller.
QUESTION: The wind - shield heat is inop after a recent radio
installation.

A: This is usually bad news. It’s possible that the heating-element
terminal block has been broken off during the R&R of the pilot’s
glareshield. The broken heat wires are nearly impossible to repair and
may result in a windshield replacement.
QUESTION: The Shadin OAT is inop.

A: Check for an open temperature probe with an ohmmeter. It’s
easy to get a new probe from Shadin.
QUESTION: The cigar lighter power plug is inop.

MAINTENANCE

A: This is probably due to a blown fuse in the nose baggage compartment. A factory-wired cigar lighter will be 28 volts. The hot buss fuse
will blow easily with anything drawing over 5 amps or with a 14-volt
phone charger being attached. To avoid this, it’s best to upgrade and
expand the cigar lighter system with a 24-volt to 14-volt converter.
QUESTION: My third vacuum pump in a
row has just failed.

A: Don’t blame the pump. The cause of repeated pump failures is usually a frozen de-ice control valve. Cleaning the valve normally takes care
of the problem. If you find that the valve of the control valve solenoid is
burned up and open, please don’t install another pump until the valve
is repaired and the cause of the failure of the control valve is identified.
Short circuits can cause the solid state to fail in such a way that causes
the de-ice control valve to be powered anytime the master is on.
TIP: A conventional vacuum-pump failure will result in broken
carbon vanes and a sheared drive coupling. If the vanes are good and
the drive coupling is sheared, the shop will need to troubleshoot the
vacuum system before continuing.

TIP: I like to clean the de-ice control valve every annual or every 400
hours, whichever comes first. You should also clean the control valve
after every vacuum pump failure.
QUESTION: My air-conditioning system doesn’t cool well.

A: The most likely cause is nothing more complicated than being low
on refrigerant. Locate and repair any leaks if the system leaks down.
If the system isn’t low, it may be overcharged. There was a mistake
made in the service manual many years ago instructing that the system
be filled with 4.0 pounds of refrigerant when it should have read 40
ounces. Assuming everything is working, service the system with the
engine running while monitoring the Wemac air outlet temperature.
Stop servicing with refrigerant when the outlet temperature begins to
rise. R12 refrigerant was used in the PA-46 until 1999 and should be
used in those systems until a conversion to R-134 can be completed.
In the next issue, I’ll cover the FAQ for the PA-46-500TP. Feel free
to call me at 620.728.8634, whether your question is frequently
asked or one of a kind.

ACCIDENT REVIEW

Accident Review
2014 Winter
Dawsonville, Ga. • BY DICK ROCHFORT

NTSB Identiﬁcation: ERA14FA058
14 CFR Part 91: General Aviation
Accident occurred Monday, Dec. 02, 2013,
in Dawsonville, Ga.
Aircraft: PIPER PA 46-310P,
registration: N87NF
Injuries: 1 Fatal.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may contain
errors. Any errors in this report will be corrected when the ﬁnal
report has been completed. NTSB investigators either traveled in
support of this investigation or conducted a signiﬁcant amount of
investigative work, without any travel, and used data obtained from
various sources to prepare this aircraft accident report.

On Aug. 25, about 1415
Eastern On Dec. 2, 2013, about
1915 EST, a Piper PA-46-310P,
N87NF, was destroyed following an inflight break up and
impact with terrain in a heavily
wooded area near Dawsonville,
Ga. Night instrument meteorological conditions prevailed
and an instrument meteoro-
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logical flight plan had been
filed for the flight. The private
pilot was fatally injured. The
personal flight was conducted
under the provisions of Title
14 Code of Federal Regulations
Part 91. The flight departed
Morristown Municipal Airport
(MMU), Morristown, N.J.,
around 1635 with the in-
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tended destination of DekalbPeachtree Airport (PDK),
Atlanta.
Preliminary radar data
indicated that the airplane
reversed direction and made
several turns prior to losing
radar contact and contact with
Air Traffic Control.
The accident debris path
was approximately 700 feet
wide by 2,000 feet long, and
main wreckage, which consisted of the fuselage, engine and
inboard section of the wings,
was oriented on a 237-degree
heading. The outboard section
of the left and right wing,
rudder, horizontal stabilizer,
elevator counter weights and
the inboard section of the
elevator were found about 700
feet north of the main wreckage in a field. The vertical
stabilizer and midsection of
the left and right elevator were
found in a road approximately
900 feet to the northeast of the
main wreckage. A midsection
of the right flap was found
the farthest from the main

wreckage, which was 2,000
feet east northeast of the main
wreckage. All components
of the airplane were located
and control continuity was
confirmed to all flight-control
surfaces. An odor similar to
Jet A fuel was noted throughout the debris field.
The engine remained attached to the firewall through
wires and all engine mounts.
Several components inside the
engine exhibited rotational
scoring. In addition, the compressor turbine was rotated
by hand and continuity was
confirmed between the compressor and the accessory gear
box. No mechanical malfunctions or abnormalities with
the engine that would have
precluded normal operation
were noted.
A Garmin 696 handheld
Global Positioning System, a
Garmin 496 handheld GPS, an
Avidyne EX500, and an engine
monitor were located, removed
and sent to the NTSB Recorder
Laboratory for download.

ACCIDENT REVIEW
TALKING POINTS::
FAASTeam Program manager Eric Minnis
says that about 15 percent of all day VFR
accidents are fatal; night VFR accidents are
fatal 30 percent of the time. Add IMC and
the number jumps to 60 percent. There is
no mystery here. If you hit something you
cannot see with your airplane, the outcome
is likely to be very bad. The likelihood of
this type accident increases dramatically if
there is a loss of control.
It is not possible to know, at this point,
what went wrong over Georgia on the night
of Dec. 2, and I do not wish to pick on the
accident pilot no matter how egregious his
errors, if any, may have been. I want to focus on possible causal factors and give you,
the reader, a few “take-away” ideas that you
might readily implement to make you a
better, safer, more confident pilot.
It may interest you to know that General
Aviation flies about 20 percent of the hours
in the U.S. but is responsible for 80 percent
of the accidents. Loss of control is still the
low-hanging fruit in terms of preventable
aviation accidents at about 75 percent of
GA fatal accidents.
Proper personal preparation with respect
to sleep, hydration and diet are among the
first to consider for every flight. Sleep deprivation is well-documented to be an issue
in more than a few accidents. Most SOPs
(standard operating procedures) contain
crew rest requirements to include a minimum of 12 hours of drug- and alcohol-free
rest as well as seven hours of uninterrupted
sleep within the last 24 hours prior to flight.
Do not avoid drinking water to avoid having to pee. Cabin air at altitude is 10 times
drier than desert air. If your urine is dark or
you feel thirsty, you are definitely dehydrated. Carry and use bottled water and pee
bags if you are so inclined.
Procedural discipline with respect to the
proper use of pitot heat continues to be an
issue. It is a training issue and has been for
over 20 years in the PA-46 fleet. If you are
deliberately not using pitot heat on every
flight, you are misinformed. The biggest
reason I am given for this very dangerous
omission is the belief that the pitot (pronounced “pee-toe”) tube will overheat if
you use it too much. This is incorrect. This
discussion is not about probability; it is
about consequences. The pitot heat should
be a runway environment-flow item, and it
should be switched on before each and every
flight regardless of planned altitude, outside
air temperature or current/forecast weather.
The best advice I have heard for avoiding
a loss-of-control accident is “just don’t
lose control in the first place.” I am always

suspicious of any advice which includes
the word “just.” Somehow it is always an
over-simplification of the truth. If you
should find yourself in an unusual attitude,
use the following guideline: If the nose of
the aircraft is low, level the wings and raise
the nose; if the nose of the aircraft is high,
lower the nose, and then level the wings.
Know the power settings you need to

achieve Va (maneuvering speed) and icepenetration speed in your aircraft under all
normal configurations. This will help you
identify and eliminate a malfunctioning instrument more quickly. Know your autopilot forward and backward. No one should
know more about the operation of your
autopilot than you. Learn to use it properly
and practice hand-flying whenever safety
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It is not possible to know, at
this point, what went wrong
over Georgia on the night
of Dec. 2, and I do not wish
to pick on the accident pilot
no matter how egregious
his errors, if any, may have
been. I want to focus on
possible causal factors and
give you, the reader, a few
“take-away” ideas that you
might readily implement
to make you a better, safer,
more conﬁdent pilot

allows. Both skills are necessary. You should
be able to fly the flight director by hand just
as well as the autopilot does. Seek out upset
training from an experienced instructor.
This is completely different from aerobatic
training.
Proper management of the cabin altitude
includes a thorough knowledge of the cabin
pressurization system; how it works as well
as common failure modes. Knowledge of
minimum oxygen requirements will help
us focus on proper action in an emergency.
In addition to some very specific crew
training, the FAA requires a mask (not
a cannula) above 17,500 feet and a very
specific type of quick done mask above FL
250. These are small, albeit important, considerations that have a way of getting out of
focus without good procedural discipline.
If any of this is coming as a surprise to you,
it may be time to relax by the fireplace with
a current copy of the FAR/AIM. There is
a very good iPad app by Tekk Innovations
called FAR/AIM, and it is digitally searchable. I highly recommend it.
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I write this article four times per year, and
most of the time I have my pick of several
serious PA-46 accidents. Unfortunately, this
quarter is no different. The PA-46 community has had some low accident periods,
but the average number of fatalities over the
last five years is approximately the same as
the prior five-year period and the same as
each five-year period before that. It remains
roughly twice as high as the rest of General
Aviation. This is not good. We can do better.
Remember, good pilots are not thrillseeking risk takers. Good pilots are well
trained risk managers who endeavor to
possess ATP level skills and knowledge.
Always strive to improve your riskmanagement capabilities by insisting on
excellent training. Excellent training is
achieved with aircraft specific procedural
discipline in the use of checklists, flows,
memory items and standard operating
procedures; the same way, each and every
time. Excellent training does not cost any
more or take any longer. Excellent training
will prevent accidents.

If you are flying any PA-46, you should
consider yourself lucky. In my opinion, it
is the most capable GA aircraft available
today. It is an excellent value and it is getting better every year.
Dick Rochfort is an Airline
Transport Pilot and Master
Certified Flight Instructor
and has been a full-time
flight instructor for more
than 20 years. He is currently
providing excellent training and related services exclusively to PA-46
instructors, owners and pilots worldwide
through his company, RWR Pilot Training
and the Professional Association of Pilot
Instructors of which he is a founding member.
If you would like more information on this
or other strategies for improving the safety of
your flying, or if you have comments or questions, you may contact Dick directly at mail@
rwrpilottraining.com.
This article is available for reprint upon
request. Fly Safely - Train Often
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SET YOUR
OWN SPEED
RECORD
Why not post a world-speed record with
your name on it? QBY BILL COX
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SET YOUR OWN SPEED RECORD

I

n March 1994, I set a series of city-to-city speed records between Los Angeles, Albuquerque, Dallas (Love) and Jacksonville, Fla., in conjunction with a series of stories in Plane &
Pilot Magazine. Mooney loaned me a new Mooney Bravo for
the attempt, and I wound up with eight FAI-approved, cityto-city, world speed records. Flying at FL250, the fastest was 338.3
mph between Los Angeles and Albuquerque, and the overall record
between Los Angeles and Jacksonville was 300.2 mph.

As a result of that experience, I began offering record setting as a peripheral benefit of my
professional pilot service for clients who wish
to fly the North Atlantic to or from Europe. I’ve
collaborated on another 20 world speed records
in everything from Piper Cheyenne IIXLs to
Turbo Arrows. My records include such unusual
city pairs as Reykjavik, Iceland, to Edinborough,
U.K.; Goose Bay, Canada, to Narsarsuaq, Greenland; Iqaluit, Canada, to Sondre Stromfjord,
Greenland, and several other places you’ve
probably never heard of.
Getting your name in the record books is a
much easier task than you might imagine. It’s
not necessarily cheap, but the paperwork isn’t
that exotic, and the process is relatively simple.
Pretty much anyone with the smarts to operate a corporate airplane can do the job. (Or you
can hire me to come along and do it for you.)
The following is a simple checklist for a world
speed record attempt.

1

If you’re serious about setting a speed
record, your first step will be to join the
National Aeronautics Association in
Washington, D.C. The NAA serves as
the American arm of the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) in Paris, the world
body that approves all aviation records of its 80
member nations. NAA membership costs as
little $39/yr, and the first year fee includes a oneyear sporting license. (703.416.4888 or online at
NAA.AERO).

2

Once you’re a member, buy a current
copy of the NAA publication “World
and United States Aviation and Space
Records” and begin to research the
city pair(s) that might work for your airplane’s
weight category. You’ll be checking the current
records for Speed Over a Recognized Course,
and you’ll need to pick two cities more than
250 nm apart to qualify. Records are maintained by weight category and propulsion
system, so you’ll find separate sets of records
for piston, turboprop and jet aircraft. In some
instances, no record may exist for your chosen
city pair, so whatever speed you set will automatically become the record. The Socata TBM850, high-gross TBM-700 and Pilatus PC-12
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all fall within class C1E (6,614-13,228 pounds),
whereas the Piper Meridian and TBM-700
low-gross are included in C1D (3,858 to 6,614
pounds). This means the models in C1D have
a little less competition, as there are fewer
turboprops certified below 6,614 pounds.
Remember, however, that single-engine and
multi-engine aircraft compete head-to-head as
long as they’re in the same weight class so, for
example, a Pilatus PC-12 will be in the same
class as a Cessna Conquest 1 or a Piper Cheyenne III. (As you may have cleverly guessed, all
the weight categories are defined in kilograms
and converted to pounds.)

3

Once you’ve decided to pursue a specific world-record flight, you’ll need
the aforementioned NAA Sporting
License. This gives you the right to
apply for speed records. By definition, you’ll
want to make certain that all your personal and
airplane paperwork is in order: license, medical and BFR for the pilot and airworthiness,
registration, radio license, operating limitations
and weight and balance for the airplane. You’ll
also need to forward copies of most of those
documents to NAA. On new airplanes, the
NAA will accept the manufacturer’s weightand-balance calculation; on older models,
you’ll need to forward the last weight-andbalance performed on the aircraft.

4

Once you’ve settled on your city
pair(s) and determined that all
paperwork is up to speed, you should
contact Art Greenfield, director of
Contests and Records at NAA, and check on the
availability of a sanction for that route. NAA will
research the route to determine that no one else
is currently planning a similar record attempt in
your weight-and-propulsion category.
If the route is available, NAA will issue a
sanction that will reserve that route to you for
a full 90 days. They’ll also issue a records kit
that will contain all the information and forms
you’ll need to pursue your personal world-speed
record. If some other pilot “owns” that sanction,
you’ll need to either wait until he or she sets the
record, cancels the attempt altogether or allows
the 90-day time limit to lapse.

5

For planning purposes, you’ll want
to consider every aspect of weather
on your trip, especially wind and
turbulence. You’ll be competing
against every airplane in the same weight-andpropulsion class, so you’ll want to set the bar
as high as possible. That’s especially important
if you’re flying an aircraft that’s not the highest
performance machine in the class.
Aircraft competing in class C1C, for example
(piston – 2,205 to 3,858 pounds) include everything from the Cessna Skyhawk to the aforementioned Mooney Bravo. In still air, there’s 100
knots difference between the two models. A 172
would need a truly world-beater tailwind to stay
ahead of a Bravo. Even so, on my initial records
in 1994, I waited until I had an average 50 mph
tailwind before launching my attempt.
(You can also apply to post your record in
the unlimited class if no one in any class has a
record on that route. Of course, you’ll need to
remember that the first Learjet captain who
decides to fly the same route will probably be
able to knock off your record at idle thrust.)

SET YOUR OWN SPEED RECORD

6

You may have heard or read about
other speed records that required a
number of NAA observers, special
timing equipment and other exotica.
I once watched Lyle Shelton set the prop/
piston speed record (529 mph) in Las Vegas,
N.M., with his Grumman F8F Bearcat, and
there must have been half-dozen NAA representatives on hand. Rest easy, as that won’t
apply to you. You will need corroboration of
your time(s) between chosen city pairs, but
FAA controllers can perform that function
free with the stroke of a pen. You’ll need to
coordinate the effort by personally contacting
the tower chief at the appropriate locations,
advising him or her of your intentions and
making certain all the appropriate paperwork
is readily available, stamped, addressed and
ready to mail back to NAA. That way, the
controller will only need to note the time you
crossed his or her station, sign the form and
forward the certificate to NAA for official
confirmation. Regardless of what altitude you
plan to fly, you’ll be well advised to file IFR
for the record attempt. A sympathetic center
controller may be able to help you avoid offcourse vectors.

land. If you’re planning a series of records,
you can remain at the best wind altitude and
have the controller note your time as you pass
directly overhead, then continue to your next
waypoint.

ed and the NAA has determined that you’ve
surpassed the old speed (or posted a new
one), they’ll award you a U.S. speed record
and forward the package to FAI for validation
as a world-speed record.

9

After the FAI has confirmed
your records, you’ll receive official confirmation from NAA
and have the option of purchasing commemorative plaques of the experience.
If you’re lucky, your records will last for a while,
and you’ll be able to tell your friends that you
hold a world-speed record.

Once the flight is over, you should
call the affected towers and double
check to make certain every waypoint got a good time hack as you
passed overhead and that the necessary form
is signed and being mailed to NAA. You’ll
also need to advise NAA that the flight is
complete. When all the paperwork is collect-

10

7

On the proposed day of your flight,
you’ll want to double check that
everyone is aware that this will be
a world-speed record attempt. Call
every tower personally and advise them that
you’ll be over their airspace or starting/terminating your flight at a certain time. Controllers are busy people, but if you’re courteous
and implore their help, they’ll go out of their
way to certify your speed run. If there are any
restricted areas near or on your route that
might cause ATC to vector you off course,
make certain the controllers know this is a
world-record attempt and ask them to please
expedite the routing.

8

After that, the next step will be the
flight itself. Again, it’s key to make
certain everyone is aware of what’s
happening and understands what
needs to done. If you’re flying from St. Louis
to Cleveland in search of a single record, you
can simply depart normally, land and let the
total elapsed time between takeoff and landing stand for the record.
The smarter method, fuel permitting, is
to depart, climb to altitude and come back
across the airport on course and at speed and
have the controller note the start time as you
pass over the tower. Then, you can descend to
your destination airport, make a high-speed
pass (with tower permission, of course) to
minimize time en route, circle around and
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MiPAD
The Broadmoor

Xavion

For Emergency Use
Only… Not!
The Best iPad Apps (and Accessories),
Winter 2013 BY JOHN D. RULEY

A

s pilots, we’re
taught to keep a
continuous watch
for things that may
not be working
– and to plan for what we’ll do.
During every BFR, at some point
I can count on my instructor to
pull the throttle, make me go
through the engine-out checklist,
and do at least a power-off approach. And it’s good practice on
long legs to look out the window
and think to yourself, “What
would I do if…”
For this issue, we’re going to
look at apps, accessories and, in
one case, something most of us
already have (a desktop computer and printer) that might just
save you and your passengers
some day.
Let’s start with that nightmare
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scenario – what if the engine
quits? It’s not a huge risk for
jet-prop pilots (the mean time
between failures for the PT-6
is 346,000 hours) but it can
and does happen. If you don’t
believe me, try a Google search
of NTSB.gov for “engine failure”
and your aircraft type.
If the engine quits in cruise,
you’ll probably have time to
think through what to do (and
run the checklist) since it takes
awhile to glide down from the
flight levels… But engines
have a nasty habit of failing
right after takeoff. And
even if it happens in cruise,
what if the weather’s bad or
it’s night and you’re flying over
mountains? Wouldn’t it be nice
to have a tool that would give
you immediate guidance to the
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nearest runway?
That’s exactly what Xavion
does. When I first saw it six
months ago, I called it “handsdown, the most original app I’ve
seen on an iPad,” and it has only
gotten better since then. Austin
Meyer (the brains behind the
popular X-Plane flight simulator) has improved it, among
other things eliminating the
obnoxious “jitter” the first version had if used on an iPad that
wasn’t solidly mounted.
Normally, Xavion functions
as a portable PFD and Moving
Map, working from its built-in
world-wide database of runways,
navaids, intersections, obstacles and terrain. Its real value,
though, is what happens if you
tap the red “emergency” button
in the lower right corner of the
display. Xavion immediately
identifies the nearest airport
in gliding range and displays
“highway in the sky” fly-through
boxes for a flight path tailored
to the glide performance of
your airplane. Fly through those
boxes, and you will find yourself
lined up perfectly on the nearest
runway (it will warn you if there
isn’t one in range). I’ve tried it
myself and can assure you it really works!
Xavion works best with an
external GPS and attitude sensor,
but it can get you down without
them. It runs on both the iPad
and iPhone. For $99.99, it has
got to be one of the best bargains
in safety equipment that you
can buy! For more information (including a demo video
that shows exactly how the app
works), browse
Xavion.
com.

Mophie Powerstation

Of course, no iPad app can
help you if you run out of battery power – and that can be a
real problem for jet-prop pilots
since turbine airplanes usually
don’t have a 12-volt outlet on
the flight deck. You may have
an inverter and 110-volt outlet
in the passenger cabin, but
that’s not much help if you’re
alone. A friend (and fellow
pilot) put me on to a handy
solution: The $79 Mophie Powerstation. It’s a self-contained
external battery with a 4000
milli-amp-hour (mAh) capacity. That’s not quite enough to
fully charge a dead iPad, but it
will get you about 80 percent
of the way there – more than
enough to finish even the
longest of legs. You can charge
it on the ground (or in the air
if you do have an inverter in
the cabin) and connect it to
the iPad using a standard USB
cable. You can buy one at any
Apple store. For more information, browse Mophie.com/
shop/ipad.
And while propjets don’t
usually have 12-volt outlets on
the flight deck, it may be worth
carrying a 12-volt USB charger
anyway – because it will work
in a crew car. Most Walgreens
stores carry them. The dual
port Tech&Go version shown
in our photo will set you back
all of $10.
Even with a full charge, iPads
sometimes fail – as I found out
last year, while on a for-real instrument approach to Crescent
City, Calif. (KCEC). I had just
completed a procedure turn
and was preparing to descend
when my iPad decided to reset.
Fortunately I was still in
visual condi-

MiPAD
them from your iPad), right click and select
Print. A “How do you want to Print your
Pictures” dialog box will appear. The 5x7inch option prints two plates on each page
in almost exactly the size of standard plates.
Happy Landings! –JDR

John D. Ruley is an instrument-rated pilot, freelance writer
and recent graduate of the University of North Dakota Space
Studies graduate program (Space.edu). He’s also a volunteer
pilot with LigaInternational.org, which operates medical
missions in northwest Mexico, and Angel Flight West (AngelFlight.org), which offers free air transportation to medical
patients. You can reach him by email to jruley@ainet.com.

Dual Port Tech&Go

tions. I was able to bring ForeFlight Pro
back up and get the plate on screen before
entering the clouds, but the experience
made me cautious. Since then I’ve made a
point of carrying paper back up approach
plates whenever I expect to need them
– and no, I am not paying an additional
subscription fee. I print them off myself.
Here’s how:
Start whatever app you’re using to view
plates, bring up the approach you expect to
get for your destination and take a screen grab
by pressing both the iPad’s sleep/wake button
(on the upper right edge) and home button
(on the lower bezel) simultaneously. The
display will blink, and you’ll hear a camera
shutter sound. Repeat that for all the plates
you need (other approaches at your intended
destination – since ATC doesn’t always give
us what we expect – and at your alternate and
any SIDs/STARs you may need).
When you finish, use the sync cable to
connect your iPad with any Windowsbased desktop or notebook computer – it
doesn’t have to be the one you usually use.
Click on the Start menu’s Computer item
to open the Computer window. At the
bottom you’ll find an iPad icon. Double
click that and you’ll get a new window with
an Internal Storage icon. Double click to
open, and you’ll find a DCIM folder, and
when you double-click that you’ll find one
or more sub-folders. You’ll have to open
each of those in turn to find the one that
contains screen grabs – but once you do,
scroll to the end and you’ll find the plates
you just grabbed. Select all the ones you
want to print (an easy way to do that is to
hold down the left mouse button and drag a
selection box).
You’ll have to copy the pictures before
you can print them – so right click on the
plates you selected and select Copy from
the pop-up menu. Then open the Pictures
window from the Start menu, right click
between any pictures already there, and
click Paste. You should now see the plates
in the Pictures menu.
Now it’s time to print – select all the
plates (exactly as you did when copying
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TAX TALK

When is a Plane a Plane?
BY HARRY DANIELS, CPA, CFP, PFS, CVA

I

t is a plane, according to an IRS Tax Court judge, when it is “ready
and available for full operation on a regular basis for its specifically
assigned function.” (Emphasis added) WOW!!
Did this catch a taxpayer by surprise!! In December 2013, the tax
court issued a ruling against a taxpayer that transferred the bonus
depreciation on a $22 million jet from 2003 to 2004. At first blush, you
are probably thinking, “So what. What difference does it make?”
Maybe the taxpayer had the income to
accept an $11 million depreciation deduction in 2003 and not in 2004. Maybe,
under the loss carryback rules, there was
no prior-year tax benefit available. Maybe,
going forward, he did not expect to be in
a position to use up the deductions until
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several years in the future. Maybe the loss
of the deduction in 2003 created an understatement of income tax, causing a hefty
underpayment penalty. So yes, there could
be a lot at stake for 2003.
Here’s the situation. A businessman
doing business in multiple states discov-

ered that chartering private jets still left
him inefficient in his time and scheduling appointments. So in 2001 he bought
his first jet, but this jet had a range of
approximately 1,500 miles. He lived in Oregon and traveling to New York occurred
frequently. Concern about improvement
on his time efficiency and the inability to
cross the United States nonstop led him to
buy a larger jet in 2003.
The buyer was aware of the 50 percent
bonus depreciation in 2003, and he made
sure that all parties associated with the
transaction knew the necessity to completing the deal before the end of the year.
There were even contract cancellations
and deposit refunds if the deal was not
completed by Dec. 31, 2003. A new plane
that would fill his need to fly nonstop
across the United States was located, and a
purchase contract was signed on Dec. 16,

TAX TALK
2003, with the stipulation that delivery to
Oregon would be completed by Dec. 31,
2003. The buyer took delivery literally on
Dec. 31, 2003, and by the end of the day
flew the plane “for business purposes” for
almost 4,000 miles. Delivery was accepted
in 2003, the plane was used for business,
and 100 percent of the hours were for
business use. On the surface, all appeared
to be going according to plan.
Now the problem: First of all, the IRS
noted discrepancies in the taxpayer’s
testimony when compared to the aircraft’s
flight logs. Next, the taxpayer did not do
the best job on meeting the Section 274
requirements regarding the who, what,
where, where and why of the business travel.
However, for some reason, the IRS seemed
to let that go and went for trying to establish
when is a plane a plane. While visiting the
factory and during a demo flight in a similar
plane, the taxpayer noted a couple of “accessories” that were onboard the demo plane.
Naturally, he just had to have those added to
his plane. The manufacturer could not get
these “had-to-have” modifications made and
meet the delivery timeline of Dec. 31, 2003.
So a separate modification agreement was
entered into which allowed the plane to be
delivered by Dec. 31, 2003, but returned to

So when is a plane a
plane? Whenever it
is ready to use according to the manner and
terms for which you
have acquired the
plane. Basically, the
taxpayer had turned the
plane into a ﬂying ofﬁce
with the “accessories.”
the manufacturer in January 2004 to install
the “had-to-have” accessories.
The taxpayer stated that he “didn’t just
want comfort from the jet but he wanted
to use it for business.” Upon final inspection on Dec. 31, 2003, the buyer noted the
plane was complete except for the two accessories that were absolutely necessary for
his business needs, and he just had to have
those accessories added in order for the jet
to be suitable for his business needs.
In order for depreciation to start, an
asset must be placed in service in its completed state. The IRS took the position that
even though delivery had been made and

the jet was flown for business in 2003, the
plane was unfinished and therefore unsuitable for use according to the needs stated
by the taxpayer. The fact that a modification contract was signed in 2003, and the
plane was returned to the factory for the
modifications to be made in January and
February 2004 didn’t help the taxpayer’s
position. The IRS managed to convince
the judge that the plane was only used as
a trial run and shakedown. Therefore, the
IRS prevailed in their position, and the depreciation deduction was shifted to 2004
and away from 2003.
So when is a plane a plane? Whenever it
is ready to use according to the manner and
terms for which you have acquired the plane.
Basically, the taxpayer had turned the plane
into a flying office with the “accessories.”
Note to self: Be careful about how much
information you volunteer.
O. H. “Harry” Daniels, Jr. is a CPA,
CFP-certiﬁed and a certiﬁed
valuation analyst. He is a partner
with the ﬁrm of Duggan, Joiner
& Company, Certiﬁed Public Accountants, and can be reached
at 334 N.W. 3rd Ave., Ocala, FL
34479, telephone 352.732.0171,
fax 352.816.1370, email OHD@DJCoCPA.COM. He has
held his license as a private pilot since 1991. This
article is available for reprint upon request.
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NEW AIRCRAFT SALES
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You know better than anyone - owning an aircraft is a journey. And
on your journey, it pays to have an experienced travel guide at your
side. Consider Flightline Group just that. We’re a one-stop shop for all
things Piper in the Southeast, dedicated to making your journey the
adventure you want it to be.
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PIPER
BECOMES
STRONGER
IN 2013
Nice to know what your company is doing

BY JACKIE CARLON, DIRECTOR OF MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS
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During 2013, Piper Aircraft made a number of improvements to strengthen the company going
forward. All these changes will contribute to the company’s ability to extend the best support possible to MMOPA members.
As reported previously, Piper and Aircraft Technical Publishers released new E-POH libraries for Piper’s M-Class. The helpful new electronic POH provides owners and operators of Piper
airplanes the ability to subscribe and receive the most up-to-date, convenient and proven access to
data necessary for safe and efficient operations.
Piper also introduced a new website – Piper.com. It is entirely user-friendly with a focus on how
we can continue to serve Piper loyalists. In addition, Piper broadened its global footprint through
the addition of international dealers, completed transformation of its entire new aircraft product
line to advanced Garmin avionics, and grew sales of pilot-training aircraft around the world.
Piper’s ability to level-load aircraft production has allowed the company to meet solid financial
growth and performance goals while expanding its worldwide sales visibility, especially in the
pilot-training realm.
Piper plans to establish a presence in every country of the world where the economy will benefit
from the economical line of M-Class, Twin-Class and Trainer Class aircraft. With the exploding
need for new pilots in the Asia-Pacific region, Piper has positioned itself to take full advantage of
the company’s single- and twin-engine training aircraft.
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PIPER MERIDIAN

Garmin G1000 three-panel display avionics suite

PIPER 2013 NEWS BY QUARTER
FIRST QUARTER 2013
NEW ITALIAN SALES AGENT
Piper Aircraft named B&C Piper Sales as the
company’s new aircraft sales agent for Italy.
STRENGTHENED INTERNATIONAL
SALES FORCE
The company strengthened its worldwide
sales organization with an increased focus
on direct fleet sales of the company’s
Trainer-Class aircraft while continuing to
emphasize and expand its global dealer
network for the company’s M-Class and
Twin-Class lines. The three regional
sales executives, Chuck Glass for Asia
Pacific, Hans Stancil for the Americas,
and Enrico Evers for Europe, Middle East
and Africa, all assumed dual responsibilities for their region’s dealer network and
trainer fleet sales.
NEW VPS FOR OPERATIONS
AND ENGINEERING
Piper appointed industry veteran James W.
Funk as vice president of operations and
Piper veteran Jack Mill as vice president of
engineering.
SENECA V GETS 3-SCREEN G1000
Piper adopted the most recent Garmin
G1000 three-panel display avionics suite
as standard equipment in new Twin-Class
Piper Seneca V models.
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SECOND QUARTER 2013
CAE PLACES LARGE
ORDER FOR TRAINERS
Piper and aviation training firm CAE announced the introduction of 35 Piper single
and twin-engine training airplanes to its
CAE Oxford Aviation Academy fleet. This
and other trainer sales help fill the pipeline
for new pilots.
ATP ORDERS 100 TRAINERS
Piper and Airline Transport Professionals
reached a three-year agreement for the sale
of multiple Piper Archer TXs. ATP purTeam Chambliss Piper Meridian

chased a fleet of 15 Piper Archer TX singleengine piston-powered advanced training
aircraft and has options for an additional
85 Archers for delivery in the future, as it
transitions to an all-Piper fleet.
PIPER NOW AN
ALL-GARMIN COMPANY
Piper obtained FAA approval for three Piper
training airplanes to fly exclusively with
Garmin avionics. Now the company offers
the advanced avionics on the entire Piper
fleet of new aircraft, including Training Class
Seminole, Seneca V and Archer models.

PIPER MERIDIAN
NEW VP FOR SALES & MARKETING
Piper appointed General Aviation industry
veteran and Piper sales executive Drew
McEwen as vice president of sales and marketing, leading global sales and marketing
for the company.
FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY DELIVERIES
Piper Aircraft delivered eight single-engine
Piper Archer TX training airplanes to the
Florida Institute of Technology, for use at its
School of Aeronautics.

development organization, as one of the community’s best places to work at the 11th Annual
Indian River County Best Place to Work awards.
PIPER NAMES DEALER FOR CHINA
Piper named Hebei Yuan’ao Aircraft
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., as the company’s
authorized dealer in China for sales of new
Piper Mirage single-engine pressurized

aircraft, as well as the Piper Archer TX and
Seminole training aircraft.
PIPER ENTERS AGREEMENT WITH
LIBERTY UNIVERSITY
Piper delivered a new Piper Arrow pilot trainer to Liberty University School of Aeronautics
as part of a new long-term agreement with the
university for training aircraft.

THIRD QUARTER 2013
ATP EXERCISES OPTIONS
Airline Transport Professionals exercised
options for 10 more new Piper Archer TX
trainers, bringing to 25 the total number of
single-engine training aircraft ordered by ATP.
PIPER SHOWS SPECIAL
AIRCRAFT AT OSHKOSH
Piper displayed a number of exceptional
aircraft during 2013 AirVenture in Oshkosh,
Wis., including the Team Chambliss Piper
Meridian, a milestone 800th M-Class Piper
Mirage, two G1000 equipped Piper Twin
Class aircraft and a special Piper Archer
powered by 93 octane premium unleaded
automotive gasoline. The latter aircraft flew
from Vero Beach to Oshkosh and back.
PIPER TO PROVIDE JEPPESEN
FLIGHT DATA WITH NEW
AIRCRAFT PURCHASES
Piper Aircraft announced it will provide
Jeppesen flight data to purchasers of new
Piper airplanes. The flight data will simplify
access to flight information for Piper aviators.
FOURTH QUARTER 2013
IPAD PILOT OPERATING HANDBOOKS
DEVELOPED/INTRODUCED
Piper and Aircraft Technical Publishers
announced new, electronic Pilot Operating
Handbook libraries for Piper’s M-Class and
Twin-Class aircraft using ATP’s HubConnect App for iPad.
ATP GETS TURBOPROP
MERIDIAN TRAINER
Piper Aircraft delivered an M-Class Piper
Meridian to Airline Transport Professionals
for use as that company’s first Piper turboprop for turbine training and cross-country
crew training experience in its Airline
Career Pilot Program.
PIPER NAMED BEST PLACE TO WORK
Piper Aircraft earned distinction from Workforce Solutions, a non-profit Florida economic
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When it comes to Piper PA-46 support,
it’s all about Experience!

We Are The PA-46 Series Professionals
Des Moines Flying Service, Inc.
1-800-622-8311
or

515-256-5300
www.dmfs.com

CHECK THIS OUT:

 More Than Seven Decades of
Piper Sales/Service Experience.
 Extensive Piper Parts Knowledge
& Research Capability.
 Our Parts Staff Averages
25 Years Expertise.
 Extensive “Hands-On”
Service Center Support.
 Huge Piper Parts Inventory.

Expert Flight Instruction
& Consultation Services
All courses are taught by Ron Cox.
Ron has over 25 years experience
in the advanced aviation training
business.

PA-46 TRAINING SPECIALIST

MERIDIAN JETPROP MALIBU MIRAGE MATRIX
INITIAL/REFRESHER COURSES • S.O.E. INSURANCE APPROVED
Syllabus Includes: System, Avionics, Autopilot, Emergency Training
Locations: KVRB, Mobile Onsite, Anywhere USA

NOW
AVAILABLE

eTRAINING

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION VISIT:

www.roncoxaviation.com
E-mail: info@roncoxaviation.com
Mobile: (772) 538-1965
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When ‘ﬂy’ means ﬁshing,
head for Gaston’s
BY MICHELLE CARTER

L

ooking for a spot to mesh your love of flying with your passion for
fly-fishing? Gaston’s White River Resort in Lakeview, Ark., would be
hard to beat.
Program 3M0 (Three Mike Zero) into your GPS and prepare to set
down on a 3,200-foot strip of neatly manicured Bermuda grass alongside
the White River in north central Arkansas (Kansas City sectional). Taxi your plane
into one of the free tie-downs, grab your fishing kit and stroll in to the Registration
Desk at Gaston’s. AvGas (but no JetA) will be waiting when you’re ready to leave.
Al Gaston founded the resort in 1958 with 20 acres of river frontage, six
cabins and six boats. Now under the direction of Jim, Al’s son, the resort
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covers more than 400
acres with two miles of
river frontage, with 79
cottages, ranging from
two double beds and a
bathroom to a twostory bungalow with 10
private bedrooms. The
six boats now number
more than 70, tied
up at a huge state-ofthe-art dock. Toss in a
restaurant, conference
lodge, private club,
gift shop, tennis court,
playground, swimming

pool, duck pond, game
room and two nature
trails in case the troutfishing isn’t enough.
But if the fishing IS
enough, shake hands
with Frank Saksa, one
of the most knowledgeable fishing guides on
the White River. In
his Fly Fishing School
(with dates ranging
from April through
November), you’ll get
two days of personal
instruction on using

your fly rod, selection
of flies, Frank’s successful casting methods,
and strategies for finding the best holes along
the White or any other
waterway. Bring your
own chest-high waders!
Once you’re ready for
prime time, it’s worth reserving the time of one
of Gaston’s river guides,
such as 34-year veteran
Red Adkerson who grew
up on the river.
Sitting just below the
electricity-producing

Bull Shoals Dam, “the
river can be treacherous,” Adkerson was
quoted in the Arkansas
Democrat-Gazette.
“Up to eight generators
could be running. It
helps to know the river.
Anchor fishing in currents can cause a boat
to capsize.”
It’s not unusual to
reach your limit (four
Rainbows per person) in
just a few hours of floatfishing after sleeping in
to a comfortable start at
8 or so. Once you’ve got

your fish, the guides
will clean them (surely,
that’s worth the cost
alone!) and arrange for
them to be flash-frozen
to take home. Or you
can grill them in your
cottage kitchen or have
the restaurant prepare
them to your taste.
Should someone
in your party not
share your passion for
fly-fishing, Gaston’s is
practically a wildlife
sanctuary within the
Bull Shoals-White River
State Park. You can drop
in to the Visitor Center

a new cottage, I didn’t
have enough money
to paint them all a different color. I call it a
family tradition.”

to learn the history of
the Ozark “johnboat” or
head out on the Gaston
Wildflower Meadow
trail which competes
with Gaston’s own peacocks, guineas, pheasant
and domestic geese for
attention.
Oh, and all those
cabins — they’re all
pink! “My father
painted his cottages
pink,” Gaston told the
Democrat-Gazette,
“and each time I built
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IF TOU GO...
GASTON’S WHITE
RIVER RESORT
1777 River Road
Lakeview, Ark. 72642
870.431.5202
Gastons@Gastons.com
Gastons.com
GASTON’S AIRSTRIP
Latitude 36 20’55’ N
Longitude 92 33’ 25’ W
3,200 feet long
Field Elevation: 479 msl
Unicom 122.8
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Scenic wonders of Idaho
— without the angst!
BY MICHELLE CARTER • PHOTOS BY AARON THEISSEN AND LINDA MITCHELL

I

daho is deliciously replete with hidden wilderness spots that can only
be reached by air with meticulous planning and polished mountainflying and soft-field landing skills. Books and websites are filled with the
wonders of flying around secret corners of the Gem State.
But one of the most spectacular Idaho settings in the northern part of
the state is easily accessible and very hard to miss — Lake Pend Orielle, Idaho’s
largest lake, the second largest body of water west of the Mississippi and the
fifth deepest in the U.S. So deep, in fact, that the Navy tests submarines in its
pitch-black depths!
You can enjoy the wonders of Pend Orielle (pronounced pond-o-ray) from
the comforts of the paved, 5,000-foot runway at Sandpoint Airport (KSZT)
where Silverwing Flight Services FBO offers Jet A and AvGas and hangars as
well as tie-downs. When you’re ready to tuck in for the night, you can skip the
tent or the dripping sleeping bag under the wing of your plane and settle in at
The Lodge at Sandpoint on the lakefront for the night(s).
This magnificent lake, with 111 miles of shoreline, was named Kullyspel
Lake, by a North West Company fur agent after the Kalispel Indians who lived
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there. Likely it was one
of his French traveling companions who
gave it the name that
has endured — Pend
d’Oreille, which means
“ear pendant” or earring! (The “d’” has been
lost to history.)
The lake spills
into the Pend Orielle
River, which, to this
day, continues to host

annual gatherings of
Kalispel, Kootenai and
other tribes who have
held horse races, played
traditional games and
kept their culture alive
on its banks.
But when you go,
you’ll want to make
some important connections: Check in with
Bird Aviation Museum
and Invention Center, which showcases

RJ Tutt
Aviation

Matrix-Malibu-Mirage-Meridian
Initial/Recurrent Flight Training
Stockton, CA (KSCK)
Serving the West Coast
for 14 Years
209.478.6075 209.482.7433
rjtuttaviation@comcast.net
www.rjtuttaviation.com
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IF TOU GO...

Sagle, Idaho, to see the
museum’s collection of
restored vintage flying
aircraft and the inventions of Dr. Bird, who
pioneered the medical
respiratory industry.
Linda Mitchell,
who took many of the
photos accompanying
this article (and serves
as an amateur historian
of the lake), is co-owner
of the cruise company.
“Two of our captains
are General Aviation
pilots and a third was a

inventor Forrest Bird’s
collection of aviation
memorabilia; the Quest
Aircraft Co., which
produces the Kodiak, a
specialty 10-seat turboprop STOL aircraft
designed to operate in
back-country or Third
World environments;
and Lake Pend Orielle
Cruises.
Contact the Bird
Museum to see if you
can land on Dr. Bird’s
private runway in
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plane mechanic
in the Air Force, so
we definitely have a
connection to aviation,”
Mitchell said. They
specialize in group flyins, and sunset dinner
cruises are the highlights of those events.
And if you’re particularly lucky out on the
lake as the daylight
sinks away, you might
catch a glimpse of one
particular denizen of
Lake Pend Orielle, a
deep-water creature

not unlike the Loch
Ness Monster, known
locally as the Pend
Oreille Paddler. Don’t
you think the Pend
Orielle Prowler would
be more ominous (and
still appropriately alliterative)? Actually,
the various sightings
could be giant sturgeon,
which historically have
reached lengths of 12
feet and more.
But, as they say,
doubts do linger.

SANDPOINT AIRPORT (KSZT.
Silverwing Flight Services FBO
1100 Airport Way
Sandpoint, ID 83864-8200
208.263.9102
SilverwingFlightServices.com
THE LODGE AT SANDPOINT
41 Lakeshore Dr, Sagle, ID 83860
208.263.2211
LodgeatSandpoint.com
LAKE PEND OREILLE CRUISES
427 Fry Creek Road,
Sagle, ID 83860,
208.255.LAKE
LakePendOreilleCruises.com
BIRD AVIATION MUSEUM AND
INVENTION CENTER
P.O. Box 817
Sandpoint, ID 83864
208.255.4321
BirdAviationMuseum.com

SAVE THE DATE
MMOPA 24th Annual Convention
October 15-18, 2014
Hyatt Regency Coconut Point
Bonita Springs, Florida

A resort like no other awaits you at the Hyatt Regency Coconut Point Resort & Spa. Sitting on 26
breathtaking acres overlooking Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve, you will feel your cares melting away as
soon as you arrive at our Bonita Springs resort. Soak up the Florida sun poolside or play like a kid
again on the 140-foot water slide and private beach. Want to work up a sweat? Play a round at our
world-class class Raptor Bay Golf Club, then recharge with luxurious treatments at Stillwater Spa.
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It takes you beyond the realm of checklists
and procedures and delivers the conﬁdence of
knowing you’ve mastered the unexpected.
Visit www.simulator.com to see a video
describing why SIMCOM’s instructors,
simulators and training locations will make
your training experience special.

Visit SIMCOM’s website at

simulator.com

VALUE. PERSONALIZED. FRIENDLY.

866.692.1994
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